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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two multicast routing protocols are supported on Brocade
FastIron devices? (Choose two.)
A. MOSPF
B. PIM
C. MBGP
D. DVMRP
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A financial services company has a web application that serves
users in the United States and Europe.
The application consists of a database tier and a web server
tier.
The database tier consists of a MySQL database hosted in
us-east-1 Amazon Route 53 geoproximity routing is used to
direct traffic to instances in the closest Region.
A performance review of the system reveals that European users
are not receiving the same level of query performance as those
in the United States.
Which changes should be made to the database tier to improve
performance?
A. Migrate the database to Amazon RDS for MySQL.
Configure Multi-AZ in one of the European Regions.

B. Deploy MySQL instances in each Region.
Deploy an Application Load Balancer in front of MySQL to reduce
the load on the primary instance.
C. Migrate the database to Amazon DynamoDB.
Use DynamoDB global tables to enable replication to additional
Regions.
D. Migrate the database to an Amazon Aurora global database in
MySQL compatibility mode.
Configure read replicas in one of the European Regions.
Answer: D
Explanation:
The issue here is latency with read queries being directed from
Australia to UK which is great physical distance. A solution is
required for improving read performance in Australia.
An Aurora global database consists of one primary AWS Region
where your data is mastered, and up to five read-only,
secondary AWS Regions.
Aurora replicates data to the secondary AWS Regions with
typical latency of under a second. You issue write operations
directly to the primary DB instance in the primary AWS Region.
This solution will provide better performance for users in the
Australia Region for queries. Writes must still take place in
the UK Region but read performance will be greatly improved.
CORRECT: "Migrate the database to an Amazon Aurora global
database in MySQL compatibility mode. Configure read replicas
in ap-southeast-2" is the correct answer.
INCORRECT: "Migrate the database to Amazon RDS for MySQL.
Configure Multi-AZ in the Australian Region" is incorrect. The
database is located in UK. If the database is migrated to
Australia then the reverse problem will occur. Multi-AZ does
not assist with improving query performance across Regions.
INCORRECT: "Migrate the database to Amazon DynamoDB. Use
DynamoDB global tables to enable replication to additional
Regions" is incorrect as a relational database running on MySQL
is unlikely to be compatible with DynamoDB.
INCORRECT: "Deploy MySQL instances in each Region. Deploy an
Application Load Balancer in front of MySQL to reduce the load
on the primary instance" is incorrect as you can only put ALBs
in front of the web tier, not the DB tier.
References:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/au
rora-global-database.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Create a deployment spec file thatwill:
* Launch 7 replicas of thenginxImage with the
labelapp_runtime_stage=dev
* deployment name:kual00201
Save a copy of this spec file
to/opt/KUAL00201/spec_deployment.yaml

(or/opt/KUAL00201/spec_deployment.json).
When you are done, clean up (delete)any new Kubernetes API
object thatyou produced during this task.
Answer:
Explanation:
See the solution below.
Explanation
solution
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